Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Coupling between mechanical and thermal fields have not occurred in the classical theory of thermoelasticity and so one needs more coupled and generalized theories. The coupled thermoelasticity theory of Biot^[@CR1]^ thinks about the trading of mechanical energy and the thermal energy but one still needs the generalized theories. One of the most important generalized thermoelasticity theories is the theory of Green--Naghdi (G--N)^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. This theory is a consistent one that considers elastic and thermal waves associated with the second sound. A lot of researchers dealt with various theoretical and practical features in thermoelasticity, in the context of the G--N models of type II or/and of type III.

Excitation of thermoelastic waves by a pulsed laser in a continuum is of incredible enthusiasm because of broad utilization of pulsed laser advancements in material handling and non-destructive recognizing and characterization. At the point when the continuum is illuminated with a laser pulse, assimilation of the laser pulse brings about a restricted temperature increment, which thus causes thermal extension and creates a thermoelastic wave in the medium. Deswal *et al*.^[@CR5]^ studied the vibrations induced by a laser beam in the context of generalized magneto-thermoelasticity for isotropic and homogeneous elastic solids under G--N model in the *x*-*z* plane. Youssef and El-Bary^[@CR6]^ derived the induced temperature and stress fields in an elastic half-space heated by a non-Gaussian laser beam with the pulse in the context of different coupled thermoelasticity theories. Othman *et al*.^[@CR7]^ studied the rotation of initially stressed thermoelastic half-space with voids under thermal loading due to laser pulse in the context of G--N theory. Zenkour and Abouelregal^[@CR8]^ investigated the vibration analysis of a nanobeam under a sinusoidal pulse varying heat in the context of a unified generalized nonlocal thermoelasticity theory with dual-phase-lag (DPL).

Othman and Tantawi^[@CR9]^ investigated the impact of the gravitational field on a 2D thermoelastic solid affected by thermal loading because of a laser pulse. Abbas and Marin^[@CR10]^ considered the problem of a 2D thermoelastic half-space by pulsed laser heating with regards to the generalized thermoelastic theory with one relaxation time. Ailawalia *et al*.^[@CR11]^ presented the 2D deformation under the impact of laser pulse heating in a thermo microstretch elastic medium at the interface of thermoelastic solid in the context of G--N theory. Othman and Marin^[@CR12]^ discussed the wave propagation of generalized thermoelastic half-space with voids under the impact of thermal loading because of a laser pulse with energy dissipation. Mondal *et al*.^[@CR13]^ analyzed the effect of the laser pulse as a heat source utilizing a memory-dependent derivative with regards to three thermoelastic theories. Ailawalia and Singla^[@CR14]^ dealt with the 2D deformation of laser pulse heating in a thermoelastic micro-elongated layer immersed in an infinite non-viscous fluid. Othman and Abd-Elaziz^[@CR15]^ studied the impact of thermal loading because of a laser pulse in generalized thermoelastic half-space with voids in a DPL theory.

This article presents the temperature, displacements and stresses of a thermoelastic half-space under the impact of thermal loading because of a laser pulse. The material of the present thermoelastic half-space is homogeneous and isotropic and the medium itself is heated by a non-Gaussian laser beam with pulse duration. The normal mode method is proposed to obtain the numerical outcomes for the temperature, displacements, dilatation and stresses. These variables have been illustrated graphically by comparison between Green--Naghdi theory of both types II and III to show the advantages presented by the present modified models.

Different thermoelasticity models {#Sec2}
=================================

In what follows we present a unified three-phase lag (TPL) Green--Naghdi heat conduction equation. Let the temperature change is small enough compared to the reference temperature, that is *θ* → *T*~0~. So, the heat conduction equation can be simplified as (Zenkour^[@CR16]--[@CR21]^)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, the time differential operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0\le {\tau }_{\vartheta } < {\tau }_{\theta } < {\tau }_{q}$$\end{document}$. Equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is more general when *N* has different integers greater than zero. Some special cases may be obtained from the above relations as

\(i\) TPL G--N III model (*ϵ* = 1, *N* ≥ 1).

\(ii\) DPL G--N III model (*ϵ* = 1, *τ*~*θ*~ = 0, *N* ≥ 1).

\(iii\) SPL G--N III model (*ϵ* = 1, *τ*~*θ*~ = *τ*~*ϑ*~ = 0, *N* ≥ 1).

\(iv\) DPL G--N II model (*ϵ* = 0, *N* ≥ 1):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(v\) SPL G--N II model (∈ = 0, *τ*~*θ*~ = 0, *N* ≥ 1):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(vi\) Simple G--N III model (∈ = 1, *τ*~*q*~ = *τ*~*θ*~ = *τ*~*ϑ*~ = 0):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(vii\) Simple G--N II model (*k* → 0, *ϵ* = 1, *τ*~*q* ~= 0):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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or

\(viii\) Simple G--N II model (*ϵ* = 0, *τ*~*q*~ = *τ*~*θ*~ = 0):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is to be noted that Eqs. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) represent two forms of the simple G--N II model, the first is in terms of the rate of thermal conductivity *k*^\*^ while the second is in terms of the heat conductivity coefficient *k*. A lot of investigators have dealt with the simple G--N II and III models while other investigators have dealt with the TPL G--N III model (*N* = 1)^[@CR22]--[@CR41]^. All these models are presented without the higher-order time derivatives as those presented in this study.

Basic equations {#Sec3}
===============

Consider a thermoelastic problem of a half-space medium as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} in with regards to the multi-dual-phase-lag theory. The present half-space is characterized in the region Ψ as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here, all variables will be depending on *t*, *x* and *y*. So, our analysis has been taken in the 2D *xy*-plane. The displacement vector can be taken in the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The equations of motion are expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The constitutive equations will be simplified to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the present problem one can summarized the governing equations in the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The plate surface is lit up by the laser pulse given by the heat input$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The temporal profile *f*(*t*) can be defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the accompanying relations, it is advantageous to report the dimensionless variables in the form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Solution of the problem {#Sec4}
=======================

To obtain the total solutions of the physical amounts, the normal mode method is applied. The physical fields in this system are shown as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applying the normal mode method on Eqs. ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) and ([19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}), we have the following system of three ordinary homogeneous differential equations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The system of differential Eqs. ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""})--([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) may be given in a unified form as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The complete solutions of the system appeared in Eq. ([27](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) of the considered physical quantities bound as *x* → ∞ will be on the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The roots *β*~*j*~ are given respectively by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The relations between the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore, the displacements and temperature are given in their final form as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, the stresses in their final form may be simplified as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thermomechanical conditions {#Sec5}
===========================

The boundary conditions on the surface of the half-space medium can be applied to get the parameters *H*~*j*~ (*j* = 1, 2, 3). The positive exponentials are taken boundless at infinity in this physical problem. Concerning the mechanical boundary conditions, we have:

\(i\) The traction load can be applied on the plane surface *x* = 0 and takes the value *σ*~0~ in normal direction:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(ii\) The tangent traction is free$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(iii\) The thermal boundary on the surface *x* = 0 is uniform. That is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore, using Eqs. ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""})~3~, ([@CR39])~1~ and ([@CR39])~2~ for *θ*, *σ*~11~ and *σ*~12~, respectively, the parameters *H*~*j*~ can be determinate by solving the following relations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Validation and applications {#Sec6}
===========================

Some applicable examples will be presented to put into suggestion the impact of different models on the variable quantities. The material properties of the annular disk are mentioned according to the following values of parameters:
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For convenience, the real values of the field quantities have been adopted to represent the outcomes. Numerical results are obtained for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now, Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} are presented as a sample to illustrate the effect of all models on the temperature, displacements, dilatation, and stresses along the *x*-axis of the medium. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the temperature distribution as waves that begin with negative values and ends with zero as *x* increases. The single-phase-lag (SPL) Green--Naghdi II and III models give the temperature *θ* with the largest amplitude. However, the simple G--N II and III models give the temperature *θ* with the smallest amplitude. For G--N III, the dual-phase-lag (DPL) model yields temperature *θ* with amplitude intermediates those of the SPL and triple-phase-lag (TPL) models. Also, the TPL model yields temperature *θ* with amplitude intermediates those of the DPL and the simple ones. The relative errors between models increase at the peak points of the temperature wave.Figure 113D distributions of stresses in the medium using TPL G--N III theory.

Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} present the distributions of the displacements *u*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{v}$$\end{document}$ and dilatation *e* with amplitudes intermediate those of the DPL and the simple ones. The relative errors between models increase at the peak points of the displacement and dilatation waves.

Figures [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} present the distributions of all stresses along the *x*-axis of the medium. The in-plane normal stress-waves *σ*~11~ begin with negative values while the in-plane longitudinal stress-waves *σ*~22~ begin positive values and the in-plane tangential stress-waves *σ*~12~ begin with zero values. All stresses vanish as *x* increases. The SPL G--N II and III models give stresses with the largest amplitudes. However, the simple G--N II and III models give stresses with the smallest amplitudes. For G--N III, the DPL model yields stresses with amplitudes intermediate those of the SPL and TPL models. Also, the TPL model yields stresses with amplitudes intermediate those of the DPL and the simple ones. The relative errors between models increase at the peak points of the stress waves.

Finally, Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}--[11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} present the 3D distributions of all field quantities of the medium using G--N III theory. The maximum temperature due to the simple, DPL and TPL models occurs at the origin point (0, 0) while the minimum one occurs at the point (0, 2). The maximum displacements *u*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{v}$$\end{document}$ and dilatation *e* occur at different positions when *y* = 0. The maximum normal *σ*~11~ and longitudinal *σ*~22~ stresses occur at different positions when y = 2 while the maximum tangential stress *σ*~12~ occurs when *y* = 0. The wave amplitude for all quantities is decreasing as *x* increases. These figures are very important to study the dependence of the physical quantities on the 2D components of the distance.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

This article presents analytical solutions for generalized thermoelastic interaction with multi thermal relaxations on a half-space subjected thermal loading due to laser pulse. The nonhomogeneous basic equations of the mathematical model are derived. The surface of the half-space is taken to be traction free in the tangential direction with uniform heat and traction in the normal direction. The system of two differential coupled equations is solved using the normal mode approach, and the temperature, displacements, dilatation, and stresses are obtained for the thermoelastic interaction of the medium. The modified Green and Naghdi theories of types II and III are presented to get novel and accurate models of single-, dual-, and three-phase-lag of multi terms. The third phase-lag is included in the Green and Naghdi theory. This process may help experimental scientists working in the area of computational wave propagation. Some results are tabulated to serve as benchmark results for future comparisons with other investigators. The reported and illustrated results show that the simple G--N II and III models yield the largest values of all field quantities. The single-phase-lag model gives the smallest values. However, the dual-phase-lag model yield results that intermediate those of the simple and single-phase-lag Green-Naghdi II models. Finally, the dual-phase-lag and the tree-phase-lag models yield results that intermediate those of the simple and single-phase-lag Green-Naghdi III models. In fact, one can easily see that the different models have great effects on all field quantities which supports the physical fact.
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